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Director’s Foreword
—ANTON VARDY

The Gippsland Art Gallery is proud to host the John Leslie Art Prize
2016. Now in its sixteenth year, this $20,000 non-acquisitive biennial
prize remains the most significant award for landscape painting in
South Eastern Australia. This year has seen an increase in the number
of entries, with 426 artworks submitted for selection from every state
and territory in Australia, confirming the Prize’s reputation as an
important national award.
The Selection Panel of Claire Marston (Advisory Group Chair),
Robbie Aitken (Advisory Group Member), Simon Gregg (Curator),
and I had the challenging task of selecting 49 paintings for exhibition.
The high quality and consistency made this a difficult task indeed,
as did the number of artists entering more than one work. We thank
everyone who entered paintings for this year’s Prize, and for making
this the most competitive field yet.
The finalists in 2016 represent a remarkable array of talent.
Between them they cover almost every approach to landscape
painting. Their works will inspire, excite and challenge all who visit the
exhibition. They enter the pantheon of artists chosen before them and
provide a vivid and telling account of the state of landscape painting in
Australia.
The previous winners of the Prize have been Shannon Smiley
(2014), Tony Lloyd (2012), Jason Cordero (2010), Andrew Mezei
(2008), Brigid Cole-Adams (2006), Mark McCarthy (2004), Vera
Möller (2002) and David Keeling (2000).
As with past Prizes we have invited the immediate past winner,
Shannon Smiley, to join our Judging Panel of Melinda Martin, Director
of Linden New Art, and Marielle Soni, Director of Alcaston Gallery.
Our Judges will not only select the winner of the John Leslie Art
Prize 2016 for landscape painting, but also a special non-acquisitive
Prize for ‘Best Gippsland Work’, with a purse of $1,000 for artists living
and working in the Gippsland region (as defined by the borders of
Wellington, East Gippsland, Bass Coast, Baw Baw and South Gippsland
Shires).
The winners will be announced at a gala opening event on Friday 2
September by Ms Harriet Shing MLC (Eastern Victoria) .
This significant Prize is made possible by the continuing support of
Mr John Leslie OBE, Patron of the Gippsland Art Gallery. John is a longtime resident and former Mayor of the City of Sale, whose support
and encouragement for the arts in all its forms extends back many
decades. This Prize is but one testament to his passion for the arts and
support of artists.

“A Song of Ice &
Fire”; Inside the
John Leslie Art
Prize 2016
—SIMON GREGG
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In the two years since the last John Leslie Art Prize there has been a vast amount written and
published about Australian art. From Sasha Grishin’s sweeping survey Australian Art: A History
to Patrick McCaughey’s Strange Country, an abundance of fresh literature reinforcing the preeminence and continuing validity of Australian painting has appeared. McCaughey’s book
was subtitled ‘Why Australian Painting Matters’, but it might as well have been subtitled ‘Why
Australian Landscape Painting Matters’ for, as he and Grishin tend to confirm, landscape remains a
fundamental theme of the art of this country.
That said it’s not all ‘Golden Summers’ at Eaglemont or ‘Purple Noons’ on the Hawkesbury.
The Australian condition might be best surmised, in the words of George R.R. Martin, as ‘A Song
of Ice and Fire’. Arguably Australia’s most prestigious prize for landscape, the Wynne Prize, was
first awarded in 1897 to Walter Withers for The Storm, an exhilarating work that captured the bleak
ferocity of a climate that cares little for those caught in its wrath. In the John Leslie Art Prize too we
come to celebrate those works that dispel the myth of a homogenised climate, promoting instead
the reality (and sometimes the fiction) of a land of extremes.
Gippsland is the ideal place to host an exhibition of landscape art. With the exception of
barren deserts, it contains all the rich variety of Australia’s geography within its naturally-formed
amphitheatre. Indeed, it has more in common with the honey dew sweetness and Pre-Raphaelite
mysteries of Tasmania. It is here, in Gippsland, that we draw together 49 of the finest Australian
landscape paintings produced in the last two years, and gaze through their cumulative lens at the
continued evolution of the genre.
And what better place to begin than Gina Kalabishis’ Heartland 131061, where the artist
freely pays homage to Australian colonial painting, interrupted by a suspended floral still life.
Splicing Eugène von Guérard with Ikebana shouldn’t work but here it curiously does—though
neither are entirely orthodox in their depiction. The crisp, sharp detail of the botanical specimen
contrasts with the blurred landscape behind. Both are subjects we commonly associate with
sunlight—certainly within the Australian artistic tradition (think only of Streeton’s ‘Golden
Summers’)—but here they become otherworldly and ethereal.
Like Kalabishis, Viv Miller presents a potent hearth for the imagination to flare. Her elegant
painting Cave and Moon draws us into an exchange between interiority and the exterior, and
positive and negative forms. We enter a portal for dreams, travelling through a glass darkly
to arrive in a space loosely influenced by eastern ideologies. In Richard Knafelc’s Eclipse we
encounter a space similarly deprived of humankind, where only the ancient statue signifies our
presence. He reveals a world of heightened, iridescent colour where the sun has been eclipsed—
but so too has our ability to comprehend a universe switched to opalescent overdrive.
A common theme throughout the 2016 Prize has been a willingness to depart from empirical
reality, and to engage instead with a cosmological, coruscating fantasy world. Saffron Newey, by
example, presents a mythical vista where a bay horse sets a course for a distant cliff face, watched
on by a pair of aquatic bulls while the world around them explodes in a kaleidoscope of colour. If
this alone wasn’t enough, in her painting The Reluctant Bay Hunter Newey has complemented this
unusual entourage with a leaping deer caught in mid-teleportation. The allusion to time-shifting
parallel universes is further explored by Kim Wilson in See Jane Run, in which we find a young
girl running alongside a school of sharks. Our fearless heroine, oblivious to the shrieks of parental
anxiety, is lost in a benign world of childhood play, where danger is yet to penetrate the veil of
youthful innocence. Fantasy, for Jane, has overtaken rational fear.
In The Floating Terraces of Philistinia, Peter Daverington continues the plot to derail
common sense. We discover a monochrome world densely populated with floating checkerboard
planes, connected by hovering steps. Such fractured, ‘world’ landscapes were popularised by
Dutch artists in the sixteenth century, and while Daverington similarly employs multiple narratives
through a steeply raked panorama, he does so only to hold a mirror to the absurdity of our ‘real’
world. Smoke and mirrors are the bread and butter of Claire Bridge, a fact to which her painting
A Drop in the Ocean attests. Bridge flaunts her technical prowess through a brazen feat of
imaginative virtuosity, in a work that illustrates the concepts of interdependence and connection.
This supernova of colour—a storm of deep blues and raging reds—draws us helplessly into a
vortex of unimaginable depths. The simplicity of its making—a mirror held to a sunset—does little
to reduce the virulence of its effect.
It is remarkable to see the hold that sublime subject matter, particularly mountains and
waterfalls, continues to command over the artistic imagination. For Grant Nimmo, this ‘sublime’ is

tempered by Tasmania’s colonial history; Pagan Outpost—the title of his painting—was one of
the monikers by which Van Dieman’s Land was known by the British, following their invasion and
establishment of penal settlements on the colony. Nimmo presents a scene from the FranklinGordon Wild Rivers National Park in Tasmania’s remote south west, a place cherished today for
its remote isolation, but somewhat marked by its association with colonial incarceration. The
past, present and future seem to exist simultaneously in Between Horizons, a work of shameless
resplendence by Jason Cordero. Our sole protagonist stands naked on a dam wall, as a less
chaste monk might have done in the age of Caspar David Friedrich. Black clouds gather overhead
with malicious intent, while the general mood conspires to invoke an air of foreboding.
Thankfully Linda Joy is on the scene to brighten proceedings with her Gunlom, a waterfall
in the Kakadu National Park. Joy, a Darwin-based artist, depicts her falls in hues of rose and
sapphire, albeit cascading into a black abyss. She amplifies the powerful verticality of this
spectacle while allowing the ink colours to bleed across the canvas. Phil Ryan achieves a similar
effect in his Gibraltar Falls Trilogy by presenting a stack of three panels. The Gibraltar Falls are a
cascade waterfall found in the ACT; Ryan allows us to follow the descent of the falls from its giddy
heights—at which we are eye-level—to its picturesque destination. Jeremy Elkington’s interest
in the Blue Nile Falls in Ethiopia is piqued perhaps less by its postcard prettiness than by its quasisupernatural overtones. His treatment of the Falls is informed by the sublimation of humankind,
and the reinstatement of the ancient geological super-scripture of the earth.
A sense of incalculable time also inhabits Adrian Headland’s painting Thoughts Wander on
the Overland Track. Another scene in which humans are absent, its sheer immensity is softened by
the tender intimacy in which the artist renders his peaceful panorama. The lake is given a miragelike quality within the sea of stones, rocks and mountains. In Naomi White’s Winter in Cataract
Gorge we discover a similarly personal experience of nature. Turning away from the grand vista,
White leads us into a quiet space where the subtle magic of a riverbank can gently unfold. The
detail with which White describes her scene is a signature also of Allyson Parsons, who gives
us two stately accounts of nature—Mallee Scrub and Timeless Majestic Wilderness. Both works
document the fantastic play of light and colour in nature, and reveal a fervent sensitivity to visual
experience—no doubt further intensified by fact of the artist’s “profound deafness”. Perhaps we
should not be surprised to find that these works ‘sing’ in colour harmonies, proving that sensation
is not limited to the senses. Parsons’ themes of tree roots and mountain terrain are not unique—
even within the present survey—yet the mood, light and mystery she presents are entirely her own.
The same might be said of A.J. Taylor, who gives us Lake’s Edge I. His are paintings that
reveal themselves slowly, challenging us to look beyond the Hans Heyson-inspired tradition
of landscape to reassess the process of seeing. Taylor’s work—on first approach seemingly
conventional—fragments into patterns of abstract blips and dashes on closer inspection.
Alan Jones is another who subverts the normal mode of landscape. His Painting 159
(Dunningham Reserve) is in fact a daring and ambitious work that seemingly draws its light and
colour from a non-figurative source. An abstraction that just happens to look like trees in a park,
Jones is remarkable for his economy and faculty with the brush. Anita West gives us another
take on landscape-sabotage in her Apple Orchard—a painting that seems to be dissolving into
abstraction before our eyes. We see apples on trees exploding into clouds of puffy vermillion,
while those that have already fallen regress into mere outlines. Far from being a literal take on the
subject, West presents an account informed by colour and glorious excess.
Something strange has happened in Kevin Chin’s painting Crossing—if we are to apply a
literal interpretation that is. Rather, Chin might be leading us through a collage of memories and
dreams, stitched boldly into a single vision. Children play in the snow; a pensive figure stands
inverted on a bridge crossing an ornamental lake; while the chief protagonist and his companion
row lazily through an upturned glade of trees. The effect is dreamy and surreal, much like the
nocturnal Challenger of Oscar Garcia. This is a disquieting proposition indeed: a public sculpture
(or a piece of children’s play equipment) in a civic park here becomes an object of beauty and
menace. The trees crowd in as if to eavesdrop, but not a sound can be heard. It is a picture of mute
expectation.
The possibility of intelligent plant life is further explored by Amelda Read-Forsythe, although
the specimen here is more akin to a Triffid trapped in a Gainsborough. Wind seems to pummel the
bushes from all directions as the central subject claws its way out of the frame. The work—Under
the Storm—while not quite supernatural, is both super and natural.
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The extent to which pure abstraction can embody sensations of landscape is demonstrated
through two works: Amongst the Sand Dunes by Leah Thiessen and Brett Weir’s immersive
Untitled. Thiessen weaves her brushstrokes and scratches over and under one another, in a dense
tapestry of carefully interlocking fields of colour. The need to produce an accurate representation
of reality is entirely eliminated by the artist, who nevertheless vividly evokes the sensation of sand
between the toes. Weir, conversely, might be evoking anything from lights reflected on ripples of
water to the universe itself, but more significantly he elicits a nameless and formless phenomena
that has the power to spellbind anyone caught in its midst. Weir’s luminous painting acts like a net
to catch the cosmic energy of the universe, absorbing and then slowly releasing it in a shimmering
glow of pure electricity. A similar effect is at work within Ross Taylor’s Slight Return, wherein light
and colour seem to be pulsing from beneath the thin veil of paint. The trees and rocks have been
‘revealed’ by the artist through a process of gauging into the paintwork; the culmination of the
different effects and textures creating a twinkling curtain of blue.
Betra Fraval, who gives us The Weight of Things (Geological Build Up), is equally at ease
with reduction and elimination. This elegant picture is an exercise in economy—there is nothing
superfluous in this compositional rhyme of moon, stars and earth. Rather than simply looking flat,
it bespeaks of flatness itself to revel within its own two-dimensionality. The notion of a picture
about pictures is progressed by Mark Rodda, whose kooky Salon describes an ad-hoc exhibition
mounted among deposits of earth and debris. The self-appointed curator of the curious, Rodda
invites us into a look-and-find exposition of fantastical art specimens. Another work high on
kookiness is Gabrielle Courtenay’s Floating Worlds. Set against a galaxy of azure royal blue we
encounter a fanciful menagerie of characters. Courtenay indulges her penchant for pictorial space
and aesthetic ornament through figures that range from an ISIS gunman brandishing the scythe of
Death, to a boatload of tourists taking selfies.
Another catalyst for the imagination can be found within Rocks in Water by Alice Wormald.
The artist here treats the natural world like a miscalculated jigsaw puzzle—we imagine her
bashing pieces into places where they obviously don’t belong. Yet Wormald makes them belong;
her sensitivity to composition ensures that even the most mixed bag of landscape elements will
somehow self-align within her prismatic cosmos. Similarly, in her work Fresco Tanya Baily treats
the world like a paintbox to be plied and repainted at will. Everything here—trees, bushes and
foliage—is pure and unsullied, shaking and shimmering to some mystical watercolour melody.
Josh Foley, contrarily, presents a tempest of paint; an apparently orgiastic riot of colour-lust that
is, at once, the most profoundly articulate and meticulously realised painting of all. His work,
Trophy Landscape, seeks to both destroy and reaffirm the landscape tradition. Foley, put simply,
paints paint. He paints the glutinous, wanton, oozing lasciviousness of paint; in doing so he both
decries the excess of Western culture and falls to his knees to pray to its Gods.
Sarah Hendy, too, is both a rule maker and a rule breaker. Painting her work The Daintree
on glass, she is a kind of landscape scientist: testing, experimenting. The lyrical product of her
lab hours—while looking a bit like something we’d find under the microscope—is a synthesis of
the personal and the detached; the particular and the general. Stephen Haley draws on a similar
juxtaposition of oppositions to formulate his Black Ground. Rendering his 3-D computer modelled
houses in, perversely, oil paint, Haley proceeds to bisect the suburban impulse; the ‘suburban
perversion’, we might call it. The cold sterility of each identical house, aligned within its strictly
regulated grid, also calls attention to the ‘black’—or Aboriginal—ground that lies beneath the
houses, and which they try to bury.
The soulless pessimism of daily life is poignantly explored by Victoria Reichelt in The Write
to be Forgotten. A ‘mountain’ of blank Post-It notes replicates the lost natural environment, a
clerical substitute for ‘real’ experience. Reichelt forcibly questions the environmental impact of the
modern office environment, while diligently depicting these anxiety-inducing reminders of work
yet to be done. Nicholas Harding, on the other hand, escapes the indoors in his Wilpena Wattle
Scrub—an animated homage to the joys of the Australian bush. ‘Painting is but another word for
feeling’, John Constable told us in 1821, and here Harding uses instinct and emotion to guide his
brush through a robust and heartfelt encounter with paint.
‘Heartfelt’ is an apt descriptor for our next entry, Tidal River by Linda Gibbs. The artist
here gives us serene and evocative image of Wilson’s Promontory, cloaked in an eerie haze that
serves to heighten the primeval atmosphere. Gibbs takes us into a spiritual dimension to present
a landscape of the soul, in which the viewer risks experiencing Stendhal Syndrome—a dizziness

caused by exposure to immense physical beauty in nature or art. Dizziness of a different kind
characterises Sophia Hewson’s Untitled. The rainbow-like high-key colour at first blinds us to the
figure of a woman, who appears to be either climbing the earth or has already taken a fall. The
effect can be a little unsettling, not unlike discovering the nude figure in Marcel Duchamp’s final
work, Étant donnés—indeed, even the pose of the woman is similar. The distortion of reality can
sound a peculiar note within an otherwise conventional landscape, as Gavin Fry demonstrates in
Carrington at Work. Here we see a busy scene at the Carrington Docks—an industrial suburb of
Newcastle—where the sky and ocean have been rendered in vertical hues of blue. Recalling the
colour wheel experiments and fractured abstractions of Roy de Maistre, Fry’s port scene becomes
a quiet but satisfying exercise in tonal harmony.
Not all artists seek to distort. Ken Smith’s paintings are the product of an intense scrutiny of
the world around him. Road to the Sea 1 is a testament to his painterly precision and concern for
silent and still formal arrangements. As a formalist, Smith subdues the noise of the world through
scenes that are cool and endlessly evocative. Sarah Tomasetti is another who silences the world
and slows time. First Ice, Ben Lomond Plateau is an image of aching beauty, of longing, and of
quiet affinity with nature. Tomasetti’s tempera on fresco plaster panorama is a sweeping, majestic
vision composed of tiny and ordered segments—each a painting within a painting. Tim Bučković
presents two small and quietly arresting paintings that on one level might appear as segments
of a larger whole. In one respect they are, as details or studies of nature. But in another, more
important respect, they are entirely self-contained and self-governing micro-worlds. No title 14 is
an image of snow, No title no.16 is an image of a storm; both are semi-abstract, and both utterly
transcend the subjects in a measured maelstrom of mark-making—an extraordinary platform for
the artist’s heightened faculty with subtlety and composure.
Part of the Landscape is the title of Justin Holt’s stylised treatment of a rural back lot. An
image of decay, borne out in metal rust and timber rot, should not look so clean, and yet Holt
achieves the miraculous feat in a painting that is both wistful and whimsical; a charming ode to the
simple life. Further evidence of whimsy can be detected within Paths Crossing at the Spring—the
highly ornate and glittering contribution from Richard Maude. Here the artist proves himself a
gifted technician with a keen eye for design; a bespoke arrangement of geometric shapes huddles
beneath a cascade of linear trails of fountain stream, the whole radiating with a decorative lustre
that Gustav Klimt would be proud of. Chee Yong, whose diminutive Landscape Abstraction V is
our smallest entry, is an artist highly attuned to the silent rhythms, language and interconnections
in the landscape. Here, Yong gives form to an otherwise formless exchange between phenomena
beyond our apprehension.
The Darkness Only Lasts a Nighttime Adam Nudelman informs us. It is a fitting title for
an artwork whose subject is the eerie disquiet of the Australian landscape. Nudelman reveals
a deep empathy for the plight of the displaced (he is himself the grandson of displaced Polish
immigrants), in a major work that is imbued with melancholy and hope. South Gippsland is the
subject but the motif is not literal—Nudelman is a metaphysical painter attendant to the silent
mysteries around us. Nigel Hewitt contributes Down on their Luck, another bush painting redolent
with even greater cultural and political resonance. Frederick McCubbin’s Down on his Luck is the
reference (conveniently reproduced by the artist) for a sombre reflection on indigenous affairs. In
her work Gauze, meanwhile, Adriane Strampp heightens our sensory perception by concealing
much of the pictorial data. Hers is a dreamy, half-remembered world where subject and colour are
pared back to an elemental core, and where mood and atmosphere take precedence.
Our ‘song of ice and fire’ concludes with one of the most striking images of all. Descension
by Andrew Mezei is our requiem for landscape; a realist painting where nothing is real and all has
turned to molten rock and ash. This is an image of pure psychological intent; an interior tempest
rendered physical through the imaginative faculty. The artist tells us we are descending, but into
what we cannot be certain. Much like the future of the genre itself, we can only close our eyes and
hope for the best. If the present field of highly accomplished and diverse paintings is anything to go
by, the future is looking bright for Australian landscape painting. It might be a ‘strange country’ but
as a land of extremes it is sure to compel and inspire artists for generations to come.
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ARTWORKS—

1
Tanya Baily
Fresco
2016
Watercolour on cotton paper
110 x 140cm

2
Claire Bridge
A Drop in the Ocean
2016
Oil on linen
66 x 153cm
Courtesy Flinders Lane Gallery
(VIC)

3
Tim Bučković
No title 14
2016
Oil on linen
45 x 30cm
4
No title no.16
2016
Oil on linen
41 x 26cm

5
Kevin Chin
Crossing
2016
Oil on linen
132 x 198cm
Courtesy This is No Fantasy /
Dianne Tanzer Gallery (VIC)

6
Jason Cordero
Between Horizons
2016
Oil on linen
102 x 182cm

7
Gabrielle Courtenay
Floating Worlds
2015
Vinyl & pigmented acrylic on
Belgian linen
152.5 x 122cm

8
Peter Daverington
The Floating Terraces of
Philistinia
2016
Oil on canvas
158 x 122cm
Courtesy Arc One Gallery (VIC)

9
Leah Thiessen
Amongst the Sand Dunes
2016
Oil on linen
120 x 198cm

10
Jeremy Elkington
Blue Nile Falls
2015
Oil on canvas
60 x 91cm

11
Josh Foley
Trophy Landscape
2016
Oil & acrylic on canvas
75.5 x 120.5cm

12
Betra Fraval
The Weight of Things
(Geological Build Up)
2016
Oil on linen
91.5 x 81.5cm

13
Gavin Fry
Carrington at Work
2016
Acrylic on canvas
91 x 180cm

14
Oscar Garcia
Challenger
2015
Oil on linen
61 x 102cm

15
Linda Gibbs
Tidal River
2015
Oil on linen
102 x 152cm

16
Stephen Haley
Black Ground
2015
Oil on linen
91 x 152cm
Courtesy [MARS] Gallery (VIC)

17
Nicholas Harding
Wilpena Wattle Scrub
2016
Oil on Belgian linen
138 x 138cm
Courtesy Sophie Gannon Gallery
(VIC), Olsen Irwin (NSW), Philip
Bacon Galleries (QLD), & Hill
Smith Gallery (SA)

18
Adrian Headland
Thoughts Wander on the
Overland Track
2015
Oil on canvas
93.5 x 128.5cm

19
Sarah Hendy
The Daintree
2016
Oil on glass
105 x 105cm
Courtesy Black Art Projects
(VIC), & Gallery Ecosse (NSW)

20
Nigel Hewitt
Down on their Luck
2015
Wood ash, oil, wax & timber
veneer on canvas
183 x 229cm

21
Sophia Hewson
Untitled
2016
Oil on board
97 x 151cm
Courtesy [MARS] Gallery (VIC)

22
Justin Holt
Part of the Landscape
2016
Oil on canvas
105 x 61cm

23
Alan Jones
Painting 159 (Dunningham Reserve)
2016
Acrylic on linen
122 x 137cm
Courtesy Olsen Irwin (NSW), &
NKN Gallery (VIC)

24
Linda Joy
Gunlom
2016
Ink on canvas
122 x 61cm

25
Gina Kalabishis
Heartland 131061
2015
Oil on linen
155 x 125cm
Courtesy Flinders Lane Gallery
(VIC)

26
Richard Knafelc
Eclipse
2016
Oil on linen
122 x 183cm

27
Richard Maude
Paths Crossing at the Spring
2016
Gouache, acrylic & mixed media on
plywood
170 x 107cm

28
Andrew Mezei
Descension
2016
Oil on linen
71 x 101.5cm

29
Viv Miller
Cave and Moon
2015
Oil, enamel & pencil on canvas
140 x 130cm
Courtesy Neon Parc (VIC), &
Gallery 9 (NSW)

30
Saffron Newey
The Reluctant Bay Hunter
2016
Oil on canvas
100 x 250cm
Courtesy [MARS] Gallery (VIC)

31
Grant Nimmo
Pagan Outpost
2016
Acrylic on linen
90 x 120cm

32
Adam Nudelman
The Darkness only lasts a
Nightime
2015
Acrylic & oil on linen
152.5 x 244cm
Courtesy Nanda/Hobbs
Contemporary (NSW)

33
Allyson Parsons
‘Mallee’ Yorke Peninsula, South
Australia
2016
Oil on canvas
107 x 153cm

34
Allyson Parsons
Timeless, Majestic Wilderness
(Cradle Mountain)
2015
Oil on canvas
90 x 150cm

35
Amelda Read-Forsythe
Under the Storm
2016
Oil on wood
60 x 91cm

36
Victoria Reichelt
The Write to be Forgotten
2016
Oil on linen
70 x 95cm
Courtesy This is No Fantasy /
Dianne Tanzer Gallery (VIC), &
Jan Murphy Gallery (QLD)

37
Mark Rodda
Salon
2016
Oil on linen
76 x 85cm
Courtesy Gallery 9 (NSW)

38
Phil Ryan
Gibraltar Falls Trilogy
2015
Acrylic & mixed media on board
195 x 95cm

39
Ken Smith
The Road to the Sea 1
2016
Acrylic on canvas
51 x 91.5cm
Courtesy Flinders Lane Gallery
(VIC)

40
Adriane Strampp
Gauze
2016
Oil on linen
122 x 122cm
Courtesy Gallerysmith (VIC),
King Street Gallery (NSW),
Hill Smith Gallery (SA), & Jan
Manton Art (QLD)

41
A.J. Taylor
Lake’s Edge I
2014
Oil on board
183 x 183cm
Courtesy Martin Browne
Contemporary (NSW), & Jan
Murphy Gallery (QLD)

42
Ross Taylor
Slight Return
2016
Oil on board
54 x 40cm

43
Sarah Tomasetti
First Ice, Ben Lomond Plateau
2016
Oil, tempera & pencil on fresco
plaster
110 x 150cm
Courtesy Australian Galleries
(VIC, NSW), Janet Clayton
Gallery (NSW), & Beaver
Galleries (ACT)

44
Brett Weir
Untitled 1
2016
Oil & mixed media on
aluminium
190 x 110cm
Courtesy Michael Reid (NSW)

45
Anita West
Apple Orchard
2016
Acrylic on linen
100 x 120cm

46
Naomi White
Winter in Cataract Gorge
2016
Oil on canvas
210 x 135cm
Courtesy Flinders Lane Gallery
(VIC)

47
Kim Wilson
See Jane Run
2016
Oil on canvas
91.7 x 163.5cm

48
Alice Wormald
Rocks in Water
2016
Oil on linen
86 x 71cm
Courtesy Daine Singer (VIC), &
Gallery 9 (NSW)

49
Chee Yong
Landscape Abstraction V
2016
Oil & enamel on wood
10 x 10cm
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